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1) Scientific goals and state of the collaborative research:

• Brief summary of goals (in simple terms):
Simulate electrophysiology of cardiac tissue at the meso scale in order to understand the
mechanics of phenomena like propagation, arrhythmias, ischemia, and stimulation.

• Translational potential:
High: Could be significant if simulations can go to the whole heart as it would allow
direct simulation of pathologies.

• Current state of the science/experiments:
Spatial scale still fairly small, millimeter to centimeter scale models. Current collabora-
tion is working out models to simulate at micrometers scale.

2) Associated technical goals that this collaboration will realize:

• Implementation of cellular/ionic models

• Incorporation of Cardiowave capabilities into SCIRun

• Development of high performance solvers for systems of ODEs/PDEs

• Development of meshing approaches for cell/tissue scale

3) Papers:

• Progress to date:
2 journal papers in 2005[1, 2] 1 in 2007 [3]

• Computer in Cardiology and EMBS papers 2008 accepted

• Several conference talks by Henriquez team that acknowledge our part

• In the works:

1. one paper, mainly drafted by Jeroen, being finished by students at Duke (2 months))
2. 2 manuscripts partially written, should be out in next 4 months

• Planned for the future (include time lines):
With tissue scale modeling working we can do many other case studies.
No concrete plans yet.

4) Grants:

• Progress to date: existing grant, NIH software due to run out in March 2008

• In the works (include time lines): planning a new NIH grant to submit in fall of 2007.
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• Planned for the future (include time lines): none planned yet but very likely to follow.

5) Software development:

• Description of the tasks:

1. Creation of integrated environment for large scale modeling and simulation of spread
of excitation in cardiac tissue; they currently use Cardiowave and are interested
in either integration with SCIRun or moving fully to SCIRun for simulation and
visualization.

2. Segmentation and mesh generation tools for creating models of multiple cells from
confocal microscopy

3. Segmentation and mesh generation tools for torso/heart models
4. Efficient solvers for large systems of ODEs and PDEs; part of Cardiowave/SCIRun

discussion

• Progress to date:

1. Automated generation of realistic (but not based on specific data) meshes.
2. Propagation software in usable state
3. Running simulations for cardiac tissue to look for the influence anisotropy
4. Basic interface for running tissue type simulations, but currently specific to that

scale and works only with one Cardiowave configuration

• In the works (include time lines)

1. Fixing SCIRun so it will visualize small data sets and will not do random epsilon
choices (1 week)

2. Nothing planned after that – we are running simulations and cases and will focus
on producing papers. Work on papers/simulations etc (4 months)

3. Small bug fixes (1 week)

• Planned for the future (include time lines)

1. Need segmentation/meshing software (multiple years)
2. We need a decision on what direction will be: tissue scale OR whole heart scale.

Mesh types, Segmentation, parameters one wants to change in simulations etc are
different for both cases, making it general will create an awfully complicated inter-
face.

3. We need a decision on what software strategy for simulations: Cardiowave (inflexible,
need to code new interface for almost every type of simulation) OR SCIRun (Non-
existent currently, needs to be developed)

4. We need a decision on which kinds of architectures to support: Clusters/MPI OR
Shared-memory/Multi-Core machines. Our current MPI implementation has so
much communication overhead that in practice we are running it on multi-core
machines, hence why not go all the way?

5. Research questions we want to answer for simulations: do we want afib simulations
(adaptive meshing would be nice in this case), OR do we want to look at propagation
and local potential gradients (adaptive timestepping is better for this), etc.

6. Concerning tissue modeling we need to run many simulations and analyze them, no
major software development.

• Potential for the future (i.e., as yet unplanned activities)
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1. Merging of Cardiowave with SCIRun, which would greatly expand both our reach
and the impact of Cardiowave.

6) Extent of the ”cone of influence” :

• Other potential users, by name and by generic target group:

1. ≤ 100 middle and some upper tier investigators in cardiac electrophysiology

• Science cone of influence (who will benefit from the science):

1. Substantial part of EP community, depending on eventual scope of the results.

• Development cone of influence (who will benefit from the development, including num-
bers):

1. Most of the software pieces developed for this project were reused in Triedman
collaboration (1 user). Completely different simulations that still share a lot of code
base (e.g., MATLAB code)

6) Extent of the INTERNAL ”cone of influence” :

1. This project drove most of the cleanup of SCIRun so it does not hang all the time (most
SCIRun users).

2. However without distribution/software management model for the Cardiowave software
the simulation components cannot be used elsewhere except SCI/Duke.

7) Resources available :

• From the CIBC: Jeroen (40%), plus some bug fixing from developers

• From the collaborator: one graduate student (50% Sarah)

• From other sources: none

8) Needs :

• Urgent:

– Jeroen’s time (to do the science and evaluate the tools and write the papers)
– Need to scale vis elements down in physical space to handle there data.

• Middle term (include time lines)

– If we wanted to distribute the full code, would require substantial additional re-
sources

– Tissue modeling: need segmentation and mesh generation

• Long term (include time lines): depends completely on long term research plans and
funding.

9) Organizational infrastructure :

• How is group organized:

1. Jeroen is main activist at NCRR end with regular reports to Rob regarding progress.

• How does interaction happen, e.g., meetings, how often, who involved

1. Jeroen has semi-regular T-con meetings with Craig
2. Jeroen visits Duke 3-4 times per year to interact directly
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10) Overlap with Center (or Center members) interests:

• Jeroen, Rob, and Dana all have considerable interest in this area of simulation. Rob
especially is interested in the context of ischemia and simulating resulting changes in
propagation.

• Great opportunity for a project in simulation of atrial fibrillation.

11) SWOT:

• Strengths: Existing prototype for mature collaboration with some funding to support
Center (1/2 PDF).

• Weaknesses: Collaborator has limited commitment and no one assigned at his end to
contribute serious time; collaborator focus wavers, depends more on interests of students
and PDFs than on PI vision.

• Opportunities: Chance to make real progress in an area that has been outside CIBC
(cell and tissue simulation); could absorb Cardiowave and gain substantially more users.

• Threats: Renewal of grant funding is shakey due to lack of time from collaborator and
looming deadlines.
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